dusk
fringe

shadow

Fringe pushes the boundaries associated with stocked
carpet design. The collection is woven in Brintons
own 80% wool, 20% nylon yarn blend for optimum
performance.

Shadow is an exciting collection of six wool rich 80%
wool, 20% nylon, woven Axminster carpets which bring

This striking collection of eight broadloom woven
Axminster carpets is designed with a sophisticated colour
palette that combines dramatic scale and pattern to create
a capsule collection of stocked Axminster carpets that are
both easy to maintain and beautiful to walk on.

Innovative stocked carpets designed for hospitality and leisure

vapour 19/50216

haze 20/50214

parquet 12/50215

twilight 9/50212

smoke 30/50211

link 29/50213

Thoughtfully designed to complement Brintons stocked
Range Fringe, the carpets in Shadow can be used in
isolation or in conjunction with those from Fringe to
create on-trend, visually inspiring interior spaces.

Metric
WEAVE TYPE

A genuine woven Axminster

PILE YARN (BS3655)

80% wool 20% nylon

YARN COUNT

R674/2

BACKING MATERIALS

Polyester, Polypropylene, Jute, Conductive Latex
properties or suitable
with superior
materials or a mixture as available.

PITCH

27.6 per dm

7 per inch

ROWS

31.5 per dm

8 per inch

TUFT DENSITY

869 per sq dm

56 per sq inch

PILE HEIGHT ABOVE BACK
ISO 1766 (BS4223)

switch
‘Switch’ to the next generation of stocked carpet
design. This collection boasts an eclectic mix of styles;
chic architecturally-inspired geometrics, interspersed
with vibrant hues of rich three-dimensional textures.
Each pattern unites dramatic design with a profusion of
delicious colour.
Woven in Brintons’ own 80% wool, 20% nylon yarn
blend and available from stock in 2m width, Switch offers
that are sure to delight.

vital
Vital has been thoughtfully designed with Healthcare in mind.
collection comes standard with Sanitized® anti-microbial
treatment and impervious backing to prevent liquids from

Imperial

7.0

TOTAL CARPET THICKNESS
ISO 1765 (BS4051)
PILE WEIGHT ABOVE BACK
ISO 8543 (BS4223)

9.7
875

2/46’s

mm

0.28 inches

mm

0.38 inches

g per sq m

25.81 oz per sq yd

TOTAL PILE WEIGHT
ISO 8543 (BS4223)

1169 g per sq m

34.48 oz per sq yd

TOTAL CARPET WEIGHT
ISO 8543 (BS4223)

2062 g per sq m

60.82 oz per sq yd

WIDTH (BS3655)

3.66m

12’ 0”
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these standard inclusions. Hot and humid temperatures
can sometimes wreak havoc with traditional carpet, and
hospitality venues prone to the odd drink spill can rest
assured that when accidents do happen, the spill can be
contained and cleaned easily.
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vapour

19/50216

Repeat across: 0.91m (35 53 ⁄64”) Repeat down: 1.35m (53 5 ⁄32”)
Basic match: self
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twilight

9/50212

Repeat across: 0.15m (5 29 ⁄32”) Repeat down: 0.64m (25 13 ⁄64”)
Basic match: half

haze

20/50214

Repeat across: 1.83m (72 3 ⁄64”) Repeat down: 1.94m (76 3 ⁄8”)
Basic match: self

smoke

30/50211

Repeat across: 1.83m (72 3 ⁄64”) Repeat down: 1.52m (59 27 ⁄32”)
Basic match: self

parquet

12/50215

Repeat across: 1.44m (56 11 ⁄16”) Repeat down: 0.46m (18 7 ⁄64”)
Basic match: self

link

29/50213

Repeat across: 0.23m (9 1⁄16”) Repeat down: 0.22m (8 21 ⁄32”)
Basic match: self
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